Abstract-Long-span language models, such as those involving syntactic dependencies, produce more coherent text than their n-gram counterparts. However, evaluating the large number of sentence-hypotheses in a packed representation such as an ASR lattice is intractable under such long-span models both during decoding and discriminative training. The accepted compromise is to rescore only the N -best hypotheses in the lattice using the long-span LM. We present discriminative hill climbing, an efficient and effective discriminative training procedure for longspan LMs based on a hill climbing rescoring algorithm [1] . We empirically demonstrate significant computational savings as well as error-rate reduction over N -best training methods in a state of the art ASR system for Broadcast News transcription.
I. INTRODUCTION
Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) relies on a language model (LM) to generate coherent natural language text. The most common language models rely on simple n-gram statistics and a wide range of smoothing and backoff techniques [2] [3] . For quite some time, LM research has pushed towards linguistically motivated models, including using semantics [4] , word class [5] , part of speech tags [6] [7] , and full sentence parsing [8] [9] . These LMs, which include non-local information based on the entire word sequence, deliver significant improvements over the traditional n-gram model. While linguistically appealing, long-span LM integration in full systems still poses a challenge. n-gram LMs can efficiently operate on a lattice representation, but long-span LMs require enumeration of each hypothesis. Since scoring all the hypotheses contained in a lattice is intractable, these models rescore an N -best list from the lattice. List size trades off efficient (smaller N ) and accurate (larger N ) decoding.
Another trend is towards discriminatively trained models. Generative models estimate the probability of generating the observed sequence, whereas discriminative models need only compare the correct sequence with the highest scoring incorrect outputs, capturing acoustic confusions in the decoded hypotheses [10] [11] [12] . As has been the experience in the machine learning community, discriminative models, while more complex to train, yield better performance. Since we are often interested in minimizing an objective function (WER), discriminative training based on such criteria often yields better results than minimizing perplexity.
Discriminative models provide the flexibility to include both typical n-gram features and arbitrary features based on the word sequence. Globally normalized (as opposed to locally normalized) discriminative models also dispense with explicit computation of the partition function Z, making it easier to incorporate long-span features. However, unlike generative LMs with long-span dependencies where one has to resort to N -best lists only during decoding, globally normalized discriminative models force the use of N -best lists even for LM training. [9] , for instance, train a syntactic LM on the 1000-best outputs from a speech lattice. This adds a significant computational cost to training: parsing all 1000 candidate paths. While attractive in terms of output quality, the computational burden prohibits long-span LMs in practice.
There are now alternatives to N -best rescoring with longspan LMs [1] [13] . [1] presents a hill climbing procedure on ASR lattices that iteratively searches for a higher-scoring hypothesis in a local neighborhood of the current-best hypothesis; the error-reduction from hill climbing matches or surpasses N -best rescoring, with up to two orders of magnitude reduction in the number of evaluated utterances. We seek a similar reduction in the computational complexity of globally normalized discriminative training.
The key idea in this paper may be described as discriminative hill climbing. The main idea of a discriminative LM is to learn how to prefer a correct sequence hypothesis over all incorrect alternatives, while the main idea of hill climbing is to move incrementally towards the correct sequence hypothesis via local changes to a current hypothesis. The new LM training procedure we present combines these two ideas: using longspan features to learn how to prefer a "locally better" hypothesis, so that when the trained LM is applied in conjunction with hill climbing, a tendency to move towards the correct hypothesis will result. In effect, we learn how to hill climb.
The remainder of this paper proceeds as follows. We begin by introducing the language model of [9] , which provides the parameterization we use in our model. We summarize the hill climbing algorithm of [1] and present discriminative hill climbing. We evaluate in terms of WER and training speedup on the Broadcast News speech recognition task.
II. DISCRIMINATIVELY TRAINING SYNTACTIC LMS
Syntactic language models extend beyond the local n-gram context to incorporate long range syntactic dependencies in the sequence. Recent work has favored discriminative feature based approaches that allow for extracting arbitrary features from the syntactic parse tree. We use the framework (and much of the notation) of Collins et al. [9] and begin with a review of this model.
In speech recognition, an acoustic model P a induces a conditional distribution over acoustic sequences a given a sequence of words w. An n-gram language model P l induces a prior distribution over word sequences. Given these models, recognition is formulated as a search task for finding the most likely word sequence w * from the acoustics:
where β > 0 is the usual language model factor. 
While Φ(a, w) can include features from the input acoustic sequence, we follow Collins et al. and use word sequence dependent features alone. To achieve a compact notation, the first feature is the baseline (first-pass) recognizer score:
which yields the new model form:
We 
A. Parameter Estimation
To estimate the global-linear model parameters α, Collins et al. rely on the Perceptron learning algorithm, a popular online learning algorithm with wide applications to structured learning problems in NLP [14] , and in particular, discriminative language modeling for speech recognition [11] . As an online algorithm, the Perceptron processes training instances one at a time, updating α after each example.
For each training example in each algorithm iteration t, the best scoring hypothesis w m according to current model parameters α is selected from the set of possible word sequences in GEN(a i ), which is a set of possible word sequence candidates under the first-pass (baseline) recognizer for a i (Figure 1) . w m is compared to w o ∈ GEN(a i ), the best available sequence as compared to the reference s in terms of WER (edit distance d(w, s)). If current α does not yield w o , an update is made based on w o and w m . 1 We denote this feature as baseline feature throughout the paper.
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The Perceptron training algorithm for discriminative language modeling [9] . α 1 is the weight given to the first-pass (baseline) recognizer score and is tuned on development data.
B. N -Best Lists as GEN(a)
The creation of the set GEN(a), candidate word sequences, is required for training and decoding, when a trained language model is used to rescore the baseline recognizer's output. For n-gram language models, the set of possible outputs GEN(a) are encoded as a lattice: a directed acyclic graph (DAG) with unique start and end nodes, nodes time-stamped with respect to the speech signal a, and edges labeled with words w. Each path in the DAG from start to end corresponds to a candidate time-aligned transcript w = w 1 w 2 . . . w n of a. Finding w m ∈ GEN(a) can be solved efficiently by composing weighted finite-state automata (WFSA).
However, long-span dependencies (e.g. syntactic features) prevent a LM from being represented efficiently as a WFSA and it is intractable to enumerate all paths. Instead, the conventional solution used by Collins et al. is to approximate the search space with an N -best list, the N highest scoring paths from the baseline recognizer. Still, this can pose significant computational costs as each enumerated path must be tagged and parsed. This imposes a tradeoff in the selection of N ; smaller N will suffer from search errors while larger N are computationally expensive. When considering that the complexity of statistical parsers are usually on the order of
, where (w) is the length of the word sequence, and that N = 1000 is typical, the LM is often too costly to use in practice.
III. HILL CLIMBING RESCORING
Given a speech utterance (lattice L) and acoustic sequence a, lattice rescoring under a global-linear model (with α) tries to solve the search problem of Eq. 4. Rastrow et al. [1] offer an efficient rescoring method based on the well-known hill climbing algorithm, obtaining the same WER reductions with two orders of magnitude fewer utterance-length hypothesis evaluations compared to conventional N -best rescoring. Hill climbing is an iterative search that greedily improves the current best path by examining neighborhoods in L. Rastrow et al. define the neighborhood of w = w 1 w 2 . . . w n at position i to be all paths in the lattice whose word sequence may be obtained by editing -deleting, substituting or inserting a word to the left of -w i ; N (w, i) denotes this "distance 1 
IV. DISCRIMINATIVE HILL CLIMBING TRAINING
We are now ready to present our training algorithm. Just as hill climbing can improve over N -best lists for rescoring, it can be used to improve discriminative LM training. The key insight is that discriminative learning, which learns to select the correct hypothesis over incorrect hypotheses, and hill climbing, which moves towards the best sequence, can be integrated by learning how to take steps towards the correct hypothesis. Discriminative Hill Climbing effectively learns how to hill climb.
Observe that during N -best training, w m is chosen after scoring N hypotheses, which means we must wait for N steps before updating α. In contrast, hill climbing produces w m incrementally, which means that a scoring mistake can be observed before w m is fully produced. By updating α as soon as a single hill climbing mistake is made, we can make model corrections faster and learn how to hill climb correctly (in the right direction).
Consider the example utterance in Figure 5 (3). The baseline model produces an incorrect word sequence ( Figure 5 (baseline)), which mistakes the word "abortion" for "Al Gore's" and "them" for "the". If Figure 5 (2) was the best path in an N -best list, which corrects only one mistake, standard N -best list training would update only after all paths have been scored. Instead, the hill climbing algorithm gradually corrects the baseline sequence ( Figure 5(1-3) ). If "the" is not corrected when the 11th position is visited, the algorithm could immediately update, encouraging hill climbing to move in a better direction.
Discriminative hill climbing proceeds as follows ( Figure  4 To determine if the current hill climbing direction improves the best path with respect to the reference, we compare both w m and w o to the reference s. If d(w o , s) < d(w m , s) , then the algorithm is not moving in the optimal direction. In this case, since w m , w o ∈ LC(v, i), this means that w o correctly includes, deletes or substitutes a word at position i of s as compared to w m . Therefore, model parameters α should be encouraged to select w o instead of w m , which we achieve through a Perceptron update:
where α j is the jth parameter. 4 Notice that while Φ(a, w) is based on the entire sequence, only parameters that change based on position i will be updated. Furthermore, If there does not exist a correctable error in the neighborhood because either position i of the neighboring paths is not matched with the reference s (correction can not be made by considering the paths in the neighborhood) or the algorithm already selects the correct path, we do not update the parameters.
After an update the current word sequence becomes the best sequence: v ← w o , which leads to faster convergence during training. 5 If no update occurs, we apply the selected path (v ← w m ) and move to the next position. We iterate over positions until hill climbing converges, i.e. no change is available in any position of the sequence. In §VI, we will empirically demonstrate that this procedure requires the evaluation of far fewer word sequences, leading to a dramatic reduction in the number of calls to the parser. Additionally, since we parse many word sequences in a neighborhood, we could obtain further speedups by using lattice parsing [15] .
Remarks: Our approach is reminiscent of learning algorithms that improve sequences through iterative updates. [16] use a Monte Carlo technique for decoding phrase based translation lattices. Bi-directional learning uses a Perceptron to iteratively label each position of a word sequence, updating parameters when a single incorrect label is applied [17] .
We believe our approach is well suited to speech lattices. Normal perceptron training updates using the optimal path, but it may be unrealistic for the model to select the optimal sequence from the baseline lattice, which leads to overly aggressive learning. Instead, our method encourages gradual improvement towards the best sequence, which will be selected if available. Otherwise, the model is still trained to improve as many positions of the sequence as possible. This may be more compatible with minimizing WER as we correct as many word positions as possible, as opposed to conventional Perceptron training which favors sentence error rate by selecting the best sequence overall.
A. Additional Efficiencies
We obtain further speedups by parallelization based on the distributed Perceptron of [18] (iterative parameter mixing with uniform weights). We divide the training examples {(a i , s i )}| For additional efficiency, we reduce the number of parser calls by caching parse results. For each utterance, we store a record of every sequence and its parse. If a parser call requests a previous sequence, we return the cached result. The cached parse tree structures are maintained across iterations. Note that caching cannot be used for N -best list training since every Nbest entry is unique and must be parsed before training.
V. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The ASR system used in this paper is based on the 2007 IBM Speech transcription system for the GALE Distillation Go/No-go Evaluation [19] . The acoustic models are state of the art discriminatively trained models trained on Broadcast News (BN) Hub4 acoustic training data, which contains about 153K utterances and transcriptions (400 hours of speech). To train the discriminative language model we use Hub4 utterances with length < 50, giving 115K training utterances (2.6M words). The baseline language model is a modified Kneser-Ney backoff 4-gram model trained on 1996 CSR Hub4 Language Model data and EARS BN03 closed captions corpora (about 193M words).
To produce word-lattices, each training utterance is decoded/processed by the baseline ASR system. The best path in the lattice in terms of WER with respect to the transcription is used as the reference s for discriminative hill climbing training. The baseline (4-gram LM) 1-best output had a 10.7% Baseline   ABORTION  LEGAL  TEAM  IS  ASKING  THE  COURT  TO  ORDER  THEM  RECOUNTING  OF  BALLOTS  (1)  (deletion)  GORE'S  LEGAL  TEAM  IS  ASKING  THE  COURT  TO  ORDER  THEM  RECOUNTING  OF  BALLOTS  (2)  AL  GORE'S  LEGAL  TEAM  IS  ASKING  THE  COURT  TO  ORDER  THEM  RECOUNTING  OF  BALLOTS  (3)  AL  GORE'S  LEGAL  TEAM  IS  ASKING  THE  COURT  TO  ORDER  THE  RECOUNTING WER w.r.t to these references. The test set is the 2.5 hour rt04 Broadcast News evaluation set (45K words). The dev set for tuning the baseline feature weight (α 1 ) is the dev04f Broadcast News data.
Syntactic features were extracted using the parser of [20] which achieves state of the art performance on BN. It is trained on the Broadcast News treebank from Ontonotes [21] and the WSJ Penn Treebank along with self-training on Hub4 CSR 1996 utterances. The parser has complexity of O(l(w)
3 ).
VI. RESULTS
We begin with an evaluation of discriminative hill climbing (DHC) in terms of WER improvements on the dev and test sets. We use a model trained for 100 iterations with a total of 3.77M parameters. The baseline ASR system's output is rescored with our discriminative syntactic LM using hill climbing rescoring with either one or five starting paths ( §III).
Results are reported for test data in Table I . We observe a 1.4% relative error reduction for one starting initial path and a 2.2% reduction for starting with 5 initial paths as compared to the baseline model, a statistically significant result (p < 0.01 using the paired permutation test). We note these improvements are over an already state of the art acoustic (Table I) ; we selected N = 50 since it is equivalent in terms of computational complexity to discriminative hill climbing (see below.) Despite having equivalent training complexity, our method improves over N -best list training, even when both models rely on the hill climbing rescoring algorithm. 6 This performance gap can be attributed to the ability of our algorithm to consider options that appear deep in the N -list by exploring paths in the lattice. Our model is thus trained on more informative errors. 7 In fact, the model which was trained using N -best perceptron training has about 1M parameters (only a quarter of our model's size).
A. Analysis
We analyze the behavior of discriminative hill climbing and compare it to the N -best list Perceptron in terms of efficiency. First, we compare the relative training complexity in terms of the parser with hypothesized N -best perceptron training with N = 1000, as used by Collins et al. We compute the complexity ratio as:
where w is the training utterance, N (w) is the size of the Nbest list (1000), i.e. the number of parser calls, and N HC (w) is the number parser calls for w during discriminative hill climbing training (taking into account cached parses). The parser complexity is indicated by i (in our case i = 3). A Fig. 7 . The WER of training data after each training iteration.
complexity ratio of 10 means that the N -best list training complexity is an order of magnitude larger. The average number of cumulative parser calls for each utterance (N HC (w)) was 42.82. 8 The N -best list has no duplicates, so it must all be parsed (1000 parser calls before the training). Table II shows the complexity-ratio for different parser complexities. For longer utterances, N (w) is fixed whereas N HC (w) must consider more possible paths, which decreases the gap between the two algorithms. Therefore, as i (parser complexity) increases, the term l(w i ) dominates the ratio for longer utterances and the complexity-ratio decreases. For the parser used in this work, we would observe an order of magnitude improvement in complexity. For faster linear parsers, which typically require a reduction in parser accuracy, we would observe more dramatic improvements.
In terms of raw computation, our 100 training iterations took about 6.5 days on 60 machines (390 cpu days). Of this time, about 250 minutes (1.7% of the time) was spent on neighborhood generation and FSA operations for finding oracle paths. For comparison, we can use the complexity-ratio, which is based on parse statistics collected during training, to estimate that it would take more than 10 times as long with the same resources and parser to train an N = 1000-best list Perceptron, about 13.8 CPU years. Obviously, we cannot run the original Perceptron training algorithm for N =1000 with our state of the art parser.
We can also measure learning effectiveness by considering the WER of the training data after each iteration by discriminative hill climbing. Figure 7 shows the WER after each training iteration. After a single iteration, our algorithm learns to reduce the WER from 10.7% to 10.0%. Also it can be seen from the Figure that after 100 iterations, the training WER stops improving significantly.
VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We have presented discriminative hill climbing, a new training algorithm for long-span language models that normally require the use of N -best lists for training and rescoring. For a syntactic language model that relies on a parser, we demonstrate improvements in WER with an order of magnitude reduction in training complexity. We also observe improvements over N -best training with comparable computational resources. Our algorithm can be used to train complex language models on large corpora with state of the art parsers.
There are a number of promising avenues for future work, including considering more aggressive online algorithms, or scaling training to much larger corpora by utilizing more efficient parsers, including lattice parsers. Additionally, improved training time means we can effectively explore new LM features.
